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A year into the pandemic and in the midst of devastating 

second/third waves in certain cases

Prospects highly uncertain

Virus mutations and continuing loss of lives 

Vaccinations yet to pick up pace in several countries

Economic recoveries are diverging across countries

Overall economic policy making affected by uncertainties 

“Close to 95 million more people are estimated to have fallen below the

threshold of extreme poverty in 2020 compared with pre-pandemic

projections”

2021 Annual Meeting of the Working Group on Public Debt | 19-20 May 2021

Auditing Public Debt in a Crisis (COVID-19 Considerations and the Public Debt Auditor’s Experience)

Background- The troubling environment around 
us-



Objective 

• The presentation covers aspects of the public debt landscape 

– Pre and post pandemic Debt

– Risks leading to spiraling debt load

– Debt trends-India

– Issues and challenges 

• Outlook for future debt burden

– Way forward 

• Managing future debt burdens

• Changed circumstances-pointers for audit of public debt
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Pre-pandemic Debt levels were already higher 



Public debt post-pandemic 

Pandemic necessitated a huge fiscal push to mitigate 

overall contraction in economic activity and revenues 

Around $12 trillion worth of fiscal action was taken in the 

aftermath 

Debt incurred for mostly transfer payments to vulnerable 

groups and health related expenditures-of revenue nature 

financed by borrowings



Quantum post pandemic

Borrowings-Public debt on an average  rose from 72 to 105 

percent of GDP

(Emerging market economies (from 35 to 54 percent of 

GDP) and Low-income countries (an increase of 14 

percentage points to 44 percent of GDP))

Exposure to external debt variable across countries

Developing countries’ repayments on their public 

external debt alone will rise to between $2.6 trillion and 

$3.4 trillion (UNCTAD)



Around the world
In GDP terms, average debt ratios for 2021 

are projected to rise by 10 per cent of  GDP 

in emerging market economies, and about 7 

per cent of  GDP in low-income countries 



Impact on growth



Aspects of support

• Generally lower borrowing costs in recent months; low 

inflation rates, low interest rates

• Elongated repayment periods of debt- maturity profile is 

generally favourable



Risks leading to spiraling debt load

• Pandemic continues in parts of the world; vaccinations slower 

than required

• Sluggish revenue mobilisation

• Economic recovery still a question 

– Demand shocks continue

– Supply logistics and constraints have to be addressed  

– Lower credit growth

• Need for recapitalization of banks? 

– Bankruptcy 

– Unemployment and under-employment esp in vulnerable 

and low income groups



Risks…continued

• Other real effects that can continue to impact-withdrawal 

of supportive government measures could mean a surge in 

bankruptcies and a new wave of non-performing loans. 

• However, sustained reliance on government support could 

pose “systemic risks” in weakest and most indebted entities 

- to take on even more debt...eventually can exacerbate 

government debt as Government recapitalises banks or 

does loan waivers/concessional financing.



Scenarios (OECD) -depending on how risks are 

managed



Debt trends-India

• India’s Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management Act

– Target fiscal deficit (measure of borrowing)- 3% of GDP

– Actual this year- 9.5 per cent of the GDP 

• Impact of pandemic and some aspects of fiscal transparency

– Central and State Government debt amounted to 73.8 per cent of the 

GDP in 2019-20, before the pandemic pushed it much higher to 90 

percent.



India Budget 2021-22



Example of types of risks-Sub National

• For example-Odisha province

• Macroeconomic Risks

– Economic volatility

• Slower than expected growth of GSDP

• Volatility in Mining Revenue (biggest source of non tax 

revenue)

• Variation in inflation, interest rate and exchange rate 

– Institutional uncertainty

• In share of central taxes as obtained from Central Government

• GST compensation 

• Finance Commission devolution formula



Outlook for future debt burden

• Health care spending has to remain a priority to improve survival 

and is likely to garner most resources

• Fiscal policy support would continue to be well according to the 

situation unfolding; targeted to sectors most affected

– Income support, transfer payments

– Insurance, repayment moratoriums

– Second round of fiscal measures of capital nature-borrowings 

intended to be put to increase production and capital 

formation; focus on quality of public investment and 

productivity increases are very critical for recovery and 

managing debt repayments



Nature of allocations-across sectors



Managing future debt burden

• What gets measured gets managed 

– Fiscal Risk assessment and frameworks 

• Eg Odisha, India Identifies 

– Macroeconomic Risks, 

– Risks from cost and servicing of Public Debt, 

– Natural Disasters, 

– Public Private Partnership, 

– Investments in Public Sector Undertakings and

– others



Managing future debt burden

– Likelihood of extra budgetary borrowings, off budget 

transactions, guarantees- all of which should be captured in 

fiscal reporting frameworks 

– Fiscal transparency to be aimed for including disclosures on 

securities, bank loans, long-term leases, issues of national 

currency, proceeds from public savings schemes, loans from 

foreign governments and international bodies, pension and 

health care liabilities, and accounts payable

– Debt restructuring, relief



The changed circumstances

• Audit of Public Debt

– Fiscal responsibility legislations, fiscal consolidation paths to be 

recalibrated 

Complexity is that set backs and shocks still occurring

– Focus on measurement and transparency in reporting of debt 

– Shift from medium to longer term perspective on debt sustainability

– Assessment of adequacy of fiscal risk assessment frameworks by 

SAIs



Thank You



Telangana, India

• The CAG report for 2018-19 said the revenue surplus was 

overstated by the State government in its budget reports 

by ₹9,481.97 crore and fiscal deficit by ₹ 217.86 crore on 

account of misclassifications and non-contribution to 

statutory funds. Effectively, there was a revenue deficit of 
₹ 5,144.97 crore and fiscal deficit of ₹ 27,166.86 crore. 


